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Save Our Village - CHARLTON VILLAGE ACTION PLAN
The character and quality of our Village is under serious threat, from online
shopping, from Charlton Retail Park, in Charlton Riverside, from traffic – and
from plain neglect. Fifty years ago the Village faced similar threats and the
Society was founded to counter them. Today’s threats are more challenging
but we are not alone: high streets up and down the country are contending
with similar problems. Our situation, though, is perhaps especially disturbing
because, in addition to being a main thoroughfare, the Village constitutes a
unique Conservation Area in a uniquely attractive location and despite all
the problems it faces still feels like our Village.
Following on from the Have-Your-Say day in January 2018, The Charlton
Society Planning Group has been looking at ways of meeting the challenges
by enhancing the Village’s sense of place and incorporating ideas that have
been raised during various public consultative events. This new issue of the
Plan incorporates further refinements and revisions.
The success of this Action Plan will depend on cooperation with Charlton
House, St Luke’s, traders, councillors, Royal Borough of Greenwich officers
from all relevant departments – and the support of our Members and the
public generally.
The Save Our VAP is a ‘work in progress’ and comments and ideas are
welcomed at all times to help improve the document’s proposals.

Some broad thoughts and strategies informing the updated Save
Our Village Action Plan.
-

Counteract a general public perception that Charlton Village is “dying
on its feet”: Publicly highlight and emphasise the urgency of stopping
the decay and taking action with a call-to-arms campaign slogan:
‘SAVE OUR VILLAGE’

-

Work more closely with Charlton House and St. Luke’s: Strengthen the
unique House, Church and Village ensemble to reflect their traditional
relationships. Remember: Charlton House is our community centre and
St Luke’s is actively dedicated to serving that community.

-

In addition to the unity of the Village/House/Church ensemble, Village
assets need to be highlighted to help identify the Village as a
‘destination’:
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-

The war memorial and fountain; The White Swan and The Bugle pubs
(the latter a centuries-old former coaching inn); the Grade II listed
Assembly Rooms (a gift from the Maryon-Wilson family, the last owners
and residents of Charlton House). Other essential assets include local
shops such as the Co-op, the Green Grocer and the Village Pharmacy;
and specialist businesses including a florist, hairdresser, The Baguette
café and estate agents plus niche outlets such as the inimitable
Charlton Reptiles. All to be joined soon by the reopened curtains and
blinds shop and a new bakery.

-

Official	
  Assets	
  of	
  Community	
  Value	
  (ACVs):	
  Charlton	
  Village	
  to	
  be	
  categorised	
  and	
  
The	
  White	
   Swan	
  reinstated	
  as	
  such.	
  ACVs	
  only	
  last	
  5	
  years	
  but	
  they	
  can	
  be	
  vital	
  in	
  
ensuring	
  that	
  unacceptable	
  development	
  does	
  not	
  take	
  place.	
  

-

Street design, traffic management, parking and place-making: Guided
by TfL’s ‘Manual for Streets’, and working closely with the Council,
create an environment that takes its cue from guidelines drawn up by
Mary Portas for the government to help create a positive, uniquely
appealing “shopper/customer experience” beyond simply “shopping”.
The main aim, of course, is to increase the all-important footfall and
business security. In this connection, some comprehensive traffic
management features are needed (e.g. a 20mph speed limit and
speed tables at either end of the Village) to find ways of protecting the
pedestrian by moderating traffic flow, reducing pollution, increasing
safety and enhancing the environment. 	
  
	
  
Work with and for the traders: The Mary Portas advice calls for
imaginative measures, for instance, the Village retailers developing
their own regular, local ‘Black Friday’ events and/or events that allow
customers to feel they’re really special. The Village could become part
of the Hornfair celebrations once more. The appearance of the Village,
thanks to planting and other measures could create a real stir well
beyond Charlton, thereby attracting the attention and interest of
potential new traders to open up shop in the Village. In short, turn the
Village into a ‘destination’ appealing to people from both the locality
and beyond.

-

-

Direct action: Whenever it might achieve results and to back up
Council maintenance, take direct action where practicable to make
improvements, such as selective litter clearing, weeding or graffiti
removal.
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-

Grant funding: Ensure we take advantage of Historic England and
other environmental improvement grants.

Fundamentally, the Society believes we should tackle the challenges in the
Village by seeking solutions that set new and even radical standards,
practically, environmentally and in terms of design. Thereby the Village
becomes a test-bed and example for others facing similar problems in the
21st century.
Here are 10 guiding principles we believe worth remembering:
1. The Village as a whole is a social space, not just a main road.
2. Pedestrian safety, convenience and pleasure is the number one
priority, which means taking steps to make sure the disabled are
positively included.
3. Bring both sides of the Village together in terms of design and
accessibility.
4. Trader advantage through imaginative retail and welcoming
strategies.
5. High and consistent conservation standards.
6. Consistently high standards of maintenance of buildings and
environment.
7. Cutting edge design, planting, street furniture and traffic moderation
management strategies to contribute to place-making.
8. Raise the Village’s profile to set an example and make it the best in
London.
9. Work closely with Ward councillors and Royal Borough of Greenwich.
10. Make the climate emergency the framework for everything we do.
________________________________________________________________________

CHARLTON VILLAGE ACTION PLAN
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1. STREET STRATEGY and DESIGN (traffic moderation, etc.)
The route through the Village suffers from being a main arterial road carrying
heavy traffic. Some bad crashes caused by speeding have resulted in the
destruction of walls, lamp standards, planters and a bus stop. Additionally in
the recent past there have been three incidents at entry points to the Village,
at Hornfair Road, one at the westbound bus stop near Charlton Lane and
one at the Fairfield Grove junction.
ACTION
1.1
Aim high. Guided by TfL’s ‘Living Streets’ Manual the Charlton Society
will produce a reference diagram setting out a basic set of proposals for
discussion purposes with Greenwich Council specialist. This will include an
outline of a 20mph zone (possibly between Charlton Lane and Hornfair
junctions and/or Victoria Way) Further advice in TfL’s Manual for Streets
suggests removal of central demarcation road markings, forcing drivers to
take greater responsibility for their driving.
1.2
Avoid or moderate vertical deflection by replacing them with
horizontal deflection measures such as speed cushions, humps or tables as
far as possible in the interests of emergency vehicle movements, pollution
reduction and bus passenger safety and comfort. (Horizontal deflection
measures also include pinch points and chicanes).
1.3
Signage. Amalgamate / reduce signs clutter. Incorporate new signage
measures.
1.4
Undertake a pollution survey to provide evidence to promote the use of
service roads by shopkeepers.
1.5
Re-establish the Village drinking fountain as a potential contribution to
climate change/plastics reduction. Check installation & maintenance costs,
grants. Note: Greenwich Co-operative Development Agency, Norman Road
is a partner to the Mayor of London’s Refill London scheme.
___________________________________________________________________________
2. VILLAGE SERVICE ROADS REVIEW
Both Fletching Road and Torrance Close service roads were developed in the
late 1960s by Greenwich Council to pedestrianise the Village establishing
parallel one-way roads to north and south. The roads were partially built, then
abandoned as through roads and instead created as cul-de-sacs.
Today Fletching Road, the north service road, also serves for residential
access and has become an unsightly combination of the two. When the
former International Supermarket site’s redevelopment is complete as
planned, it will set a new, much-improved standard of access between
private properties and Fletching Road. In addition the recent planning
application to replace Fred Styles House at the western end of Fletching
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Road will create an attractive, intimately-scaled residential area with a useful
pedestrian connection between Fletching Road and Charlton Church Lane
and the latter’s north and south-bound 486 stops.
Many properties backing onto the service roads are characterised by
neglected back gardens or blank fences and gates. Often used by drinkers,
the bleak rear of the Co-op needs urgent attention. It is worth bearing in
mind that the Conservation Area extends to the rear facades of buildings in
the Village. Torrance Close, south side service road, actually allows
pedestrian access to the ‘high street’, sometimes through the back gardens
of shops. Properties along Torrance Close are more visibly neglected but
could provide valuable ‘greening’ improvements and access between the
car parks and the ‘high street’.

ACTION
2.1
Develop an overall Fletching Road and Torrance Close improvement
strategy to integrate pedestrian security and parking requirements.
2.2
Enlist the help of Janet Gillman and Quentin Marsh (Co-op members)
in connection with improving the hostile environment to the rear of the Co-op.
2.3
Investigate the suitability of providing public toilet facilities for the
Village (see 13.2).
2.4
Investigate ownership of the green space at the junction of Fletching
Road with Fairfield Grove, a possible litter clean-up scheme, mindful that
raising the profile of this space could have a negative result by attracting
unwanted redevelopment.
___________________________________________________________________________
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3. CAR PARKING
Currently the free car parks at the eastern end of the Village are difficult to
use, badly lit and signposted. As a result some shoppers park on the Village
‘high street’, even across pavements, blocking pedestrian access and traffic
flow. [see 4, signage]

ACTION
3.1
Review car parking arrangements in both Torrance Close car parks and
Fletching service road. Improve the layout, entry points and lighting to
existing free car parks.
3.2
Allow loading/drop off point for wheelchairs in recessed bay outside
the Village greengrocer. A good wheelchair drop off point is already
available in Fletching Road, behind the Co-op.
3.3
Discuss more effective use of the service roads with the traders to
prevent traffic jams, pollution and delays to bus services caused by illegal
parking in the main road. (Note: The Bugle Horn can only obtain main
deliveries from the main road, just yards from the curve in the direction of
Blackheath Standard. This is potentially dangerous. Could the delivery driver
erect temporary pavement and street warning signs?)
3.4
Develop a strategy with RBG that prevents delivery vehicle parking for
loading in the Village and enforces use of the service road, with exceptions
for points 3.2 and 3.3.
3.5
Revise layout to Torrance Road car parks. Discussion with RBG suggests
the Council is willing to undertake this but it would probably result in parking
charges. Could this include limited time free parking with dispensation for the
traders? Would this be acceptable?
3.6
Include tree planting and greenery within a revised parking layout to
allow better access.
3.7
Discuss with Charlton House/ RBG re-opening the gateway in Charlton
Park wall in Torrance Close, adjacent to the car parks. A potential solution for
both the Village and Charlton House parking problems.
Lead Committee Member: Ruth Dodson
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4. VILLAGE ‘WELCOME’ and OTHER SIGNAGE
Provide east and west entry zone ‘welcome’, ‘drive carefully’, ‘free car
parking’ and ’service roads’ signs. The latter two particularly important to
traders, who complain about the fact that parking along the main road is
prohibited.
ACTION
4.1
Specify signage, linked to strategy (see section 1. STREET STRATEGY
AND DESIGN)
4.2
De-clutter existing signs. Suggest possible amalgamations. Proposals to
RBG must be based on TfL/Highways Department-approved solutions.
Lead Committee Member for Signage: Roden Richardson
___________________________________________________________________________
5. BUILDING OWNERSHIP (1): MAINTENANCE
Village properties are owned by a variety of landlords.
Assemble an up to date ownership list and tenancy of buildings to push for
better maintenance (and see 7, below). The current list, compiled by RBG, is
accurate as of November 2018.

ACTION
5.1
Request and /or compile a Village properties ownership list (RBG,
Lord Gough, other owners and covenant issues, etc.
5.2
Determine whether RGB have distributed a synopsis of the Village
Conservation Management Plan to those on the list. Work with RGB to ensure
this is achieved.
5.3
List façade/frontage defects and corrective measures. Establish a
shop-front improvement scheme. Discuss with traders, RBG and Lord Gough.
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5.4
Society to remove unsightly shop front shutter contractor stickers – or
ask traders to remove.
5.5
Work with Ward Councillors in the development of a traders’
association.

6. BUILDING OWNERSHIP (2): RESIDENTIAL TAKE-UP
Research the number of empty residential accommodation above shops
and if necessary devise strategy to seek remedies.
ACTION
6.1
Contact RBG valuation office as a source of information (many
properties are owned by RBG)and for latest empty properties tally.
6.2
Check ‘Rightmove’, a UK-based company, the UK's largest online real
estate portal and property website. www.rightmove.co.uk
6.3
See MAINTENANCE, section 5, above.
_________________________________________________________________________
7. TRADERS
The health of Charlton Village mainly rests with the traders, it is therefore
important that the Charlton Society works with them to enlist their support for
Village improvements. We also need to get them to sign up to and support
the Save Our Village Action Plan, adding their needs to it and thereby
abiding by the Conservation Area rules.
ACTION
7.1
Cllr Linda Perks has recently established the beginnings of a traders’
association. Charlton Society to work with them, as should Charlton House
and St Luke’s.
7.2
Engage traders with the Charlton Society’s SOVAP, identifying who can
do what.
7.3
Circulate incentivising letter to traders referencing SOVAP,
Conservation Management and RBG’s ‘Design Guidance for Shop fronts’.
Meet all traders.
7.4
Many shops without wheelchair ramps. List and pursue with RBG.
Funding sources?
7.5 Develop a High Street Renaissance project. This is predicated on
encouraging successful businesses in the Village by increasing footfall.
___________________________________________________________________________
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8. SHOP WINDOW AND SIGNAGE COMPETITON AND AWARDS
Award an annual prize for most attractive and best-kept shop front (make this
Charlton-wide?).
ACTION
8.1
Establish criteria, approach, procedures and management.
8.2
Establish a funding source.
__________________________________________________________________________
9. ESTATE AGENTS
Tenants and leaseholders of shop spaces should be made aware when
signing their contracts that specific Conservation rules apply in the Village
affecting signage, shop front lighting, etc.
ACTION
9.1
Contact RBG Conservation Department about ensuring that estate
agents and their clients are aware of the Conservation requirements in the
Village.
9.2
Ensure Estate Agents are members of the embryonic Village Traders’
Association.
___________________________________________________________________________
10. EARLE PAVEMENT – Village Square
Foster the use of Earle Pavement as a Village square to create more space
for café users, a Sunday market, better planting. Bear in mind that the Royal
Greenwich Heritage Trust (RGHT) is renovating the Summer House and
investigating opening up a gateway and direct pathway between the
Village and the House, avoiding the narrow and dangerous footpath in front
of the Summerhouse.
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ACTION
10.1 Hold preliminary discussions with RBG, RGHT, traders and residents
concerning this proposal.
10.2 Explore relocation of evergreen tree and planter to increase pavement
area for stallholders and events.
10.3 Explore a replacement tree in a better location.
10.4 Investigate design for seating, lighting and stallholder electrical
connections.
10.5 Seek reconnection of Summer House pavement floodlights.
10.6 Investigate grant funding for the proposed works.
___________________________________________________________________________
11. PAVEMENT PLANTING
Renovate/modify brick planters and redecorate/modify metal planters; rethink plant types with a view to possible reduction of pollution and hardy
plants more suited to climate change and rising temperatures. All planting,
new and existing, in the Village should be exploited for its Village profileraising potential as well as for its climate emergency benefits.
ACTION
11.1 Organise repairs/renovation/modification to existing planters.
11.2 Assess existing planting strategy with RGB Parks department.
11.3 Research alternative species and planting needs; define strategy.
11.4 Work with RGB Parks department, Charlton House and traders to enter
the Village in the Greenwich in Bloom competition.
11.5 Create a CS-50 year commemorative planting for the Charlton House
front lawn shield. [This action is already underway]
Lead Committee Member: Angela Burr
_________________________________________________________________________
12. TREE AND PLANTING PLAN (include all adjacent roads and spaces)
Create a short, medium and long-term tree plan to accord with street
strategy and climate change priorities, aligned to Government aspirations for
tree planting. Research where additional trees are required, such as in front
of the parade of shops at the south-eastern end of the Village. This would
soften the visual impact of the very large and unsympathetic brick Council
flats. Check safety of plane trees relative to Summer House roof and structure
(liaise with RGHT). Seek to improve the way trees are currently pruned. Seek
solutions to root pavement damage where this could affect wheel chair users
and pedestrians.
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ACTION
12.1 Comprehensive survey with RBG Street Trees Dept. This was undertaken
in October 2017 with RBG’s Bob Charlton, including the Village, service roads
and war memorial. Develop short, medium and long-term Tree Plans.
12.2 Circulate proposals among residents and traders for comment.
12.3 Draw up and agree final plan and priorities with RBG.
12.4 A new tree was recently (January 2020) planted in front of the Tailor’s
Shop. Consult RBG about who authorised this.
Lead Committee Member: Angela Burr (with Roden Richardson)
___________________________________________________________________________
13. ‘LANSDOWNE PLACE’
Make and redefine Lansdowne Place, the pedestrian area between the Coop and International Supermarket to create a more social space, designed
to avoid the loitering previous attempts of including benches caused. Ensure
that Lansdowne Place and the Village High Street form an integrated space.

ACTION
13.1 Develop strategy/design. Confer with RBG (more planters / trees – a
tree avenue?).
13.2 Explore possibility of an automated toilet in this location (see 2.3).
___________________________________________________________________________
14. STREET FURNITURE
Discuss a ‘Village’ style as distinct from a standard ‘borough’ style. A key
objective must be to avoid ‘heritage’ styles. Instead use – if necessary
pioneer – the use of suitable and sympathetic modern design such as the
elegant litter bin models used on the Greenwich Peninsula.
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ACTION
14.1 Discuss with and propose options to RBG.
14.2 Research lighting, bench and bin suppliers and costs.
14.3 Share results with traders and others before taking action.
14.4 Explore possibilities of long-term replacement of existing motorway scale street lighting with village-scale lighting. Current high-level light source
is reportedly also officially seen as a security measure for the Village space.
Check amendment would concur with height of buses.
14.5 Litter bin outside St. Luke’s Church, to be replaced with litter bin to
accord with overall ‘Village’ design
Lead Committee Member: Rick Newman
___________________________________________________________________________
15. YORKSTONE PAVING
Start a consistent, RBG budget friendly phased insertion of Yorkstone paving
throughout the Village, as and when concrete pavements need
repairing/replacing.
ACTION
15.1 Hold preliminary discussions with RBG.
15.2 Make sure all pavements are fit for wheelchair use, especially round
trees.
Lead Committee member: Geoff Cooper
___________________________________________________________________________
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16. CO-OP
Discuss with Co-op local manager and headquarters, proposals to improve its
huge dysfunctional loading bay on Fletching Road. Note that the Village
Conservation area extends to the rear face of the buildings facing the
Village. The rear steps are a favourite spot for drinkers. An approach by the
Charlton Society to Head Office several years ago wasn’t successful, but we
believe it is worth approaching them again in conjunction with the Traders
Association.
ACTION
16.1 Once a solid case has been established with RBG/Conservation
backing, develop a collaborative strategy with the Co-op. To be linked with
Service Roads Review (See 2, above).
16.2 Discuss the problem with Janet Gillman and Quentin Marsh, who might
be able to activate their Co-op contacts to help.
16.3 Explore use of the store’s very large 1st floor, which apparently remains
empty. Might the space be made available for community use or made
commercially available ?
________________________________________________________________________
17. STREET NAME UPDATES
Obtain official naming for, e.g. ‘Lansdowne Place’, now no longer part of
Lansdowne Lane after pedestrianisation was implemented in1969-70.
Rename the wide pavement/plaza between Earle House and Summer
House, opposite war memorial as ‘Earle Pavement’. This could aid an
enhanced sense of place and ownership as distinct from the Village
pavements.
ACTION
17.1 Set strategy.
17.2 Approach RBG.
__________________________________________________________________________
18. CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
The Society has made attempts in the past to develop a strategy but traders
disliked costs involved. Subsequently RBG has wrapped some branches of
two trees with LED ribbons in an unfortunately rudimentary style.
ACTION
18.1 Confer with RBG and Traders Association to establish constraints.
18.2 Develop strategy.
__________________________________________________________________________
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